In this paper, we describe KOSHIK, an end-to-end framework to process the unstructured natural language content of multilingual documents. We used the Hadoop distributed computing infrastructure to build this framework as it enables KOSHIK to easily scale by adding inexpensive commodity hardware. We designed an annotation model that allows the processing algorithms to incrementally add layers of annotation without modifying the original document. We used the Avro binary format to serialize the documents. Avro is designed for Hadoop and allows other data warehousing tools to directly query the documents. This paper reports the implementation choices and details of the framework, the annotation model, the options for querying processed data, and the parsing results on the English and Swedish editions of Wikipedia.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the typical size of what we call a large corpus has grown from one million words to billions of tokens. Such amounts have transformed what we can expect from language technology. Google's knowledge graph (Singhal, 2012) and IBM Watson (Ferrucci, 2012) This big data era also means that most researchers in the field will have to collect, process, and interpret massive amounts of data. Although extremely promising, this also means that most NLP experiments or applications will no longer be able to rely on a single computer whatever its memory size or processor speed.
KOSHIK 1 is a framework for batch-oriented large scale-processing and querying of unstructured natural language documents. In particular, it builds on the Hadoop ecosystem and takes full advantage of the data formats and tools present in this environment to achieve its task.
Volume, velocity, and variety are three aspects commonly regarded as challenging when handling large amounts of data. KOSHIK tries to address these challenges by:
• Using Hadoop, an infrastructure that is horizontally scalable on inexpensive hardware.
• Having a batch-oriented annotation model that allows for incremental addition of annotations.
• Supporting a wide variety of algorithms (tokenizer, dependency parsers, coreference solver) for different input formats: text, CoNLL, and Wikipedia.
RELATED WORK
Early work on NLP frameworks has recognized the importance of component reuse, scalability, and application to real world data in unstructured information processing. Examples of frameworks include MULTEXT, GATE, and UIMA that were used in applications such as document retrieval, indexing, and querying of processed information.
MULTEXT (Ide and Véronis, 1994) adopted the principles of language independence, atomicity, input/output streams, and a unifying data type to create a system where tools can be reused and extended to solve larger and more complex tasks. MULTEXT stores the output from processing modules interleaved in the original document as SGML markup. In contrast, documents in Tipster II (Grishman et al., 1997) remain unchanged. The outputs from the processing modules are separately added as annotations and stored in a dedicated database. GATE (Bontcheva et al., 2004) is an architecture that builds on the work of Tipster by providing a unifying model of annotation that represents the data read and produced by all of the processing modules. Furthermore, GATE provides a uniform access to algorithmic resources (tools, programs, or libraries) through an API. GATECloud (Tablan et al., 2013) acts as a layer for the GATE infrastructure on top of multiple processing servers and provides a parallel analysis of documents.
UIMA (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) is an infrastructure designed for the analysis of unstructured documents (text, speech, audio, and video) . It has components for reading documents, performing analysis, writing to databases or files, and a configurable pipeline. The annotation model in UIMA is based on a hierarchical type system defining the structure of annotations associated with documents. UIMA is compatible with a large set of external NLP tools. These include OpenNLP 2 , DKPro Core (Gurevych and Müller, 2008) , and JULIE Lab 3 . Scalability of the processing in UIMA is offered through UIMA Asynchronous Scaleout (UIMA AS) and Behemoth 4 for processing within Hadoop.
KOSHIK OUTLINE
Rather than creating a new framework for parallel computation, such as UIMA AS or GATECloud, we designed KOSHIK from the ground-up for the Hadoop environment using Hadoop-compatible tools and data formats. One advantage of this approach lies in the ability to reuse other text and NLP processing tools in Hadoop, such as Cloud9 5 , for further processing.
Document processing is implemented as MapReduce jobs, that through Hadoop allow for horizontal scaling of computational power. KOSHIK supports a full pipeline of NLP multilingual tools including prefilters, tokenizers, syntactic and semantic dependency parsers, and coreference solvers. To our knowledge, this is the first framework to support a full pipeline with a semantic layer in the Hadoop environment.
KOSHIK's annotation model resembles that of AT-LAS (Laprun et al., 2002) and Tipster II, which it extends to support the variety of output models from the processing tools. Data serialization of documents and annotation is made using Avro 6 , a binary languageindependent serialization format. Avro allows the se-rialization of complex structures to data files that can be queried through other Hadoop tools, most notably Hive (Thusoo et al., 2009) and Pig (Olston et al., 2008) .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We introduce the KOSHIK architecture in Sect. 4 and we discuss how we chose a distributed computing platform. We outline KOSHIK's implementation. Section 5 gives an overview of the annotation model and shows how we represent different document structures and annotations from the parsers. We discuss how annotated data can be queried using the tools in Hadoop in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, we discuss applications of our framework and give an overview of results from parsing the English and Swedish editions of Wikipedia. Finally, we conclude with a discussion in Sect. 8.
ARCHITECTURE
KOSHIK supports a variety of NLP tools implemented atop of the Hadoop distributed computing framework. The requirements on KOSHIK were driven by the desire to support scalability, reliability, and a large number of input formats and processing tasks. Figure 1 shows an overview of the architecture. The following sections detail the implementation choices and engineering details.
Distributed Computing Framework
The design of a distributed computing framework has a critical influence in the processing speed of large corpora. At first hand, distributed processing consists in sharing the processing of documents over multiple computing nodes. This involves among other things the division and distribution of a collection of documents, scheduling of computing tasks, and retrieval of computing outputs. At the very core, the nature of this task is communication and coordination oriented.
We first experimented with the Message Passing Interface (MPI) communications protocol. MPI allows a program in a distributed environment to share information and coordinate in a parallel task by providing communication and synchronization functionalities between processes. While using MPI solved the problem of distributing computational power, many other factors such as reliability caused by hardware failures and rescheduling of failed tasks remained unsolved.
After the initial attempt with MPI, we built KOSHIK to run on Hadoop (White, 2012) . Hadoop is an infrastructure for running large-scale data processing tasks in a distributed environment. It offers a programming model, MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) , through which processing workflows, referred to as MapReduce jobs, can be expressed. Using this model, Hadoop abstracts implementation details such as network communication and reading/writing to disk. Its execution engine automatically schedules jobs, performs load balancing, monitors and reruns failed tasks. Data stored on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is replicated across nodes for reliable storage. This also has the benefit of offering data locality for processing task, thereby lowering the network traffic between nodes.
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While Hadoop has native support for Java and support for many high-level programming languages (Python, Ruby etc.) through Hadoop streaming, processing of data is further simplified by tools that remove the necessity to write MapReduce jobs; the most notable ones being Pig and Hive. Pig has a scripting language, called Pig Latin, that can express workflows which read and transform large data-sets. Hive offers an SQL-like language, called HiveQL, to express queries that are transformed into MapReduce jobs. These tools leverage the power of querying over distributed datasets while offering a simplified querying language familiar to RDBMS analysts.
Hadoop scales horizontally over inexpensive offthe-shelf hardware and is offered in many distribu-tions: Cloudera 7 , Hortonworks 8 , MapR 9 , and many more. It can also be run on a computing cloud services such as Amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) 10 .
MapReduce
Designed by Google, MapReduce is a programming model inspired by the map and reduce primitives present in Lisp and other functional programming languages. Users specify a map and a reduce function that both receive and output key value pairs. Map functions receive key value pairs based on the input data submitted with a MapReduce job. The key value pairs output from mappers are sorted by the keys and partitioned into groups that are sent as input to reducers. Output from reducers are written to the HDFS filesystem in Hadoop.
While the number of map tasks is governed by how Hadoop splits the input data, the number of reduce tasks can be explicitly specified by the user. This knowledge has guided our implementation of Koshik as we have chosen to place all processing in reduce tasks. In doing so, we allow the user to retain control over the number of simultaneous tasks running on each node. This is an advantage especially when an algorithm is performing a memory intensive computation that cannot be divided into more fine grained tasks. Typically, these algorithms can be found in syntactic and semantic dependency parsers that require large training models.
Processing Pipeline
KOSHIK currently supports the input of data from regular text files, CoNLL-X (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006 ), CoNLL 2008 (Surdeanu et al., 2008 , and Wikipedia dump files. These are converted by map tasks into KOSHIK documents. Processing of documents is done by specifying a pipeline of annotators, called content processors. Through pipelines, processing can be expressed as a linear workflow. Each content processor implements a simple interface that specifies one process function that takes a document as input, enriches it by adding layers of annotations, and outputs the document. Thus, integrating an NLP tool into KOSHIK is performed by including the library of the tool and implementing a process method. The implementation of the process method is aided by the annotation model, described in Section 5, which provides a set of objects representing the common output from tokenizers, syntactic and semantic parsers, and coreference solvers. By keeping the interface lightweight and the annotation model simple, we believe that the barrier for porting tools from other toolkits to KOSHIK is lowered.
KOSHIK currently supports a wide range of filters, tokenizers, taggers, parsers, and coreference solvers for a wide number of languages. Multilinguality is provided by each NLP tool through a language specific model. The supported tools include:
• Filtering of Wiki markup 11 .
• OpenNLP, sentence detector and tokenizer.
• Mate Tools, part-of-speech tagger, lemmatizer, syntactic and semantic dependency parser (Björkelund et al., 2009; Bohnet, 2010) .
• Stanford CoreNLP, including named entity tagger (Finkel et al., 2005) , syntactic parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) and coreference solver (Lee et al., 2011) .
• Stagger (Östling, 2012), a part-of-speech tagger for Swedish.
• MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007) , a dependency parser. 11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimarkup/
ANNOTATION MODEL
In many ways, the core of our framework lies in the annotation model. With this model, the content processors only need to care about the input and output of annotated documents. This allows for the free interchange of content processors in a pipeline. Therefore, it is important that the annotation model is designed to support a wide variety of document structures and output from content processors, such as taggers and parsers. It is also essential to create a schema structure such that annotations can easily be queried once serialized.
Our annotation model is similar to ATLAS and Tipster II in that we associate the regions of the original document with metadata. Rather than interleaving annotation such as in XML, we append layers of annotations to documents. In this way, we separate the annotations and leave the original document unmodified. This approach makes it possible the incremental addition of information where content processors increasingly enrich documents by adding layers of annotation. It also supports a pipeline where content processors can be mixed-and-matched as each content processor finds the layer of annotation needed for its algorithm.
Unlike UIMA, we focus our analysis on text documents. This restriction makes the development of our content processors simpler since they only have to handle one type of document and can make assumptions about the document and annotation features. Furthermore, serialization and subsequent querying of processed data is also simplified since it becomes possible to determine the expected document and annotation attributes.
The base of the annotation model is represented by a document and an annotation type. This model is then extended by subtypes to represent tokens, edges, spans, and other features. Figure 2 shows an overview of the annotation model and Figure 3 shows how the model can be used to annotate a document.
The following subsections discuss the annotation model and how they can represent output of morphosyntactic, semantic, and discourse analysis.
Documents
The KOSHIK document model has attributes to preserve the original content together with the version, language, source, and indexing. In addition, the model supports a number of metadata descriptors. Each document has a set of associated annotations attached. 
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Annotations
Annotations associate the region of a document with some metadata. Regions are unidimensional and are bounded by a beginning and an end. Metadata can either consist of a string or represent multiple features, as key-value pairs in a dictionary. By restricting the structure and values of metadata, serialization and subsequent querying of data becomes simplified. As an example, using Hive, the dictionary holding the metadata can easily be decomposed into rows, one for each dictionary entry. As complex relational joins are avoided, this simplifies the expression of queries.
Tokens
The token type represents the tokens in a sentence. Each token has fields to represent morphosyntactic features such as form, part-of-speech, and lemma. All fields from the CoNLL-X and CoNLL 2008 shared task data format are available as default. In addition, the token type can be extended with metadata to store parser precision as a feature in the annotation metadata dictionary.
Spans
Spans are used to model mentions in coreference chains, named entities, and other entities that span over several tokens. Spans can also model the output from shallow parsers such as syntactic chunkers.
Edges
Typically, edges model relations between tokens resulting from syntactic and semantic dependency parsers. Edges are saved as features of tokens and rebuilt during deserialization.
Serialization
All documents and annotations in KOSHIK are serialized in order to retain structure and to be stored in a compact format. The fields of both simple and complex types, such as strings, integers, and maps, are directly mapped to corresponding types in Avro. Our choice to serialize to Avro was governed by the fact that many tools in the Hadoop environment have built-in capabilities to deserialize and read the Avro binary format. For instance, Hive can directly query complex structures such as arrays and maps using an Avro Serializer and Deserializer (SerDe).
QUERYING ANNOTATED DATA
Many analyses require querying parsed data, be it on a specific document or a collection of documents. Such queries may range from counting the number of tokens to calculating the number of arguments for a certain predicate. One possible approach to querying data in Hadoop, is to implement a query by writing a MapReduce job in a programming language. However, implementing even the most trivial query might represent a technical hurdle to many. Even so, advanced queries become more complicated as they need to be written as flows of multiple MapReduce jobs. To overcome this problem and to offer interactive analysis of data, Hive and Pig offer simple yet powerful query languages by abstracting MapReduce jobs.
Ideally, the querying should be performed directly KOSHIK-ALarge-scaleDistributedComputingFrameworkforNLP on the data output from KOSHIK, without any need of transformation or duplication of the data. This means that if a large amount of data is analyzed, it becomes unfeasible and unscalable to offload it as a whole into another cluster or data warehouse. In essence, such an action would duplicate the data. To avoid unnecessary duplication of data and to query it using tools within the Hadoop environment, KOSHIK serializes data to the Avro format. By doing so, Hive is able to directly query the data from KOSHIK without creating any unnecessary duplication.
Hive offers an SQL-like query language called HiveQL. Both simple types, integers, strings, etc., and complex ones, structs, maps, arrays, are supported by the type system in Hive. HiveQL supports primitive operations from relational algebra including projections, selection, and joins. More complicated queries are made possible by creating Hive User-Defined Functions (UDF). As an example, the dictionary of tokens holding morphosyntactic information, part-of-speech, form, lemma, etc., are easily decomposed into separate rows using the explode() UDF in Hive and allows for the querying of the distribution of part-of-speech tags.
APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
The typical scenario for using KOSHIK consists of the following steps: 1. Import of corpora to the Koshik document model.
2. Analysis of documents using a NLP pipeline.
Querying or conversion of annotated documents
to a desired output format.
To evaluate KOSHIK, we constructed a component pipeline to extract predicate-argument structures from the English edition of Wikipedia and solve coreferences. In addition, we present the results of a syntactic dependency analysis of the Swedish edition. The experiment was performed on 12-node Hadoop cluster; each node consisting of a PC equipped with a 6-core CPU and 32GB of RAM.
For the English semantic analysis, KOSHIK uses a state-of-the-art graph-based dependency parser (Björkelund et al., 2009; Bohnet, 2010) . KOSHIK uses the Stanford CoreNLP multi-pass sieve coreference resolver to resolve anaphoric expressions (Lee et al., 2011) . For Swedish, we used the Stagger partof-speech tagger (Östling, 2012) and the MaltParser ICPRAM2014-InternationalConferenceonPatternRecognitionApplicationsandMethods dependency parser (Nivre et al., 2007) . In Table 1 , we show the results from the English analysis and in Table 2 , the results from the Swedish analysis. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described a framework, KOSHIK, for end-to-end parsing and querying of documents containing unstructured natural language.
Koshik uses an annotation model that supports a large set of NLP tools including prefilters, tokenizer, named entity taggers, syntactic and semantic dependency parsers, and coreference solvers. Using the framework, we complete the semantic parsing of the English edition of Wikipedia in less than 20 days and the syntactic parsing of the Swedish one in less than 15 minutes. The source code for Koshik is available for download at https://github.com/peterexner/KOSHIK/.
FUTURE WORK
While many high precision NLP tools exist for the analysis of English, resources for creating tools for other languages are more scarce. Our aim is to useKoshik and create parallel corpora in English and Swedish. By annotating the English corpus semantically and the Swedish corpus syntactically, we hope to find syntactic level features that may aid us in training a Swedish semantic parser. We will also continue to expand the number and variety of tools and the language models offered by Koshik.
